The article is meant to be kind of the author's manifesto for the role of logic and deduction within Intellectics. Based on a brief analysis of this role the paper presents a number of proposals for future scientific research along the various dimensions in the space of logical explorations. These dimensions include the range of possible applications including modelling intelligent behavior, the grounding of logic in some semantic context, the choice of an appropriate logic from the great variety of alternatives, then the choice of an appropriate formal system for representing the chosen logic, and finally the issue of developing the most efficient search strategies. Among the proposals is a conjecture concerning the treatment of cuts in proof search.
Introduction
Luigia Aiello has made numerous important scientific contributions in many areas of Artificial Intelligence. But it is fair to say that her core interest has always been in a logical approach to Artificial Intelligence (AI) throughout her career. For instance, as early as 1980 her paper [1] appeared in the section on theorem proving at the very first AAAI Conference, noteworthily one out of merely two papers presented by European authors at this legendary conference in the US. Many more papers in a similar vein by herself and her numerous students preceded and followed this particular one.
It is for this reason that I chose to honor her at the occasion of her sixtieth birthday with a perspective contribution to this particular area. I would like to express through it my highest respect for her achievements and my deepest gratitude for the professional and personal friendship and the fruitful cooperation which has lasted for more than a quarter of a century.
The elder AI generation still has vivid recollections of the hot debates of the seventies in the last century within the community concerning the role of logic and deduction in AI. Notwithstanding the GOFAI ("good oldfashioned AI") debate triggered by Rodney Brooks, the central role of logic within many areas of AI and Computer Science (CS) today is undisputed -perhaps even too much so. Like in any scientific discipline it is from time to time worthwhile to review the direction of research from a high-level point of view, thereby abstracting from the day-to-day focus on specific research problems, and rather take the entire picture of the discipline into consideration. This is what the current article aims to do. In other words we want to discuss the various dimensions of logic and deduction and their role within AI. Neither the analysis nor the role description can in any way be comprehensive in such a short article; they rather reflect the bias of the author concerning his judgment of particularly important issues. The result of these considerations is a number of concrete proposals for future research which are deemed particularly promising. In short, the text may be regarded as the author's manifesto for an area in which he has worked for nearly four decades.
For completeness the article contains a short summary of the goals of AIor rather of Intellectics. As we all know those seventies also brought about a schism of our discipline in the way of a separation of the field into the more systems-oriented AI and the Cognitive Science (CogSci) focussing more on the study of natural intelligence and its basis. I am deeply convinced that these two directions have to go together in a synergetic way in order to achieve their mutual and intertwined goals. This deep conviction is the reason for my stubborn adherence to a common name, Intellectics [6], proposed in 1980 for the discipline spanning both subareas; in short, Intellectics = AI & CogSci.
As we said the article analyses the nature and role of logic in achieving these general and longterm goals. It begins with a brief view at those goals of Intellectics, thereby pointing out two major subgoals, viz. solving the integration problem and contributing to the solutions of the complex problems with which our societies are currently confronted, whereby logic could play an important role. In addition to the standard applications of logic we then outline as a challenging research line its role in modelling intelligent behavior in a conjunctive way and in compiling from such a descriptive model applicational systems. This development would include a logical modelling language which is not suffering from the limitations experienced with languages like UML.
While logic currently is used exclusively without any kind of grounding its constants, such an association with semantic information could be rather beneficial in terms of efficiency, and is therefore proposed as another challenge. A further section deals with the choice of an appropriate logic in dependence of the intended application and the required features including change, vagueness and uncertainty and proposes research on some measure for a more rational distinction among a variety of logics.
Once we have settled in for a chosen logic for a certain application there is still a wide variety of formal systems to chose from for expressing the logic and support the inferential mechanisms. We once again remind of the important research strategy aiming at a formalism which is as compressed as possible. While remarkable results have been achieved in this line of research such as the ileanCoP system, the approach as a whole is not exhausted at all. Several important longstanding questions have still not been solved and incorporated into actual systems and further ones are raised for future work in this respect.
